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Abstract
The nonbaryonic dark matter of the Universe can consist of new
stable charged particles, bound in heavy ”atoms” by ordinary Coulomb
interaction. If stable particles O−− with charge -2 are in excess over
their antiparticles (with charge +2), the primordial helium, formed
in Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, captures all O−− in neutral ”atoms”
of O-helium (OHe). Interaction with nuclei plays crucial role in the
cosmological evolution of OHe and in the effects of these dark atoms
as nuclear interacting dark matter. Slowed down in terrestrial matter
OHe atoms cause negligible effects of nuclear recoil in underground
detectors, but can experience radiative capture by nuclei. Local con-
centration of OHe in the matter of detectors is rapidly adjusted to the
incoming flux of cosmic OHe and possess annual modulation due to
Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun. The potential of OHe-nucleus
interaction is determined by polarization of OHe by the Coulomb and
nuclear force of the approaching nucleus. Stark-like effect by the
Coulomb force of nucleus makes this potential attractive at larger
distances, while change of polarization by the effect of nuclear force
gives rise to a potential barrier, preventing merging of nucleus with
helium shell of OHe atom. The existence of the corresponding shallow
well beyond the nucleus can provide the conditions, at which nuclei
in the matter of DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA detectors have a
few keV binding energy with OHe, corresponding to a level in this
well. Annual modulation of the radiative capture rate to this level
can reproduce DAMA results. The OHe hypothesis can qualitatively
explain the controversy in the results of direct dark matter searches by
specifics of OHe nuclear interaction with the matter of underground
detectors.
1 Introduction
Ordinary matter around us consists of neutral atoms, in which electrically
charged nuclei are bound with electrons. Few years ago we proposed that
in the similar way the dark matter consists of dark atoms, in which new
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stable charged particles are bound by ordinary Coulomb interaction (See
[1, 2, 3] for review and references). In order to avoid anomalous isotopes
overproduction, stable particles with charge -1 (and corresponding antipar-
ticles), as tera-particles [4], should be absent [5], so that stable negatively
charged particles should have charge -2 only.
Elementary particle frames for heavy stable -2 charged species are pro-
vided by: (a) stable ”antibaryons” U¯ U¯ U¯ formed by anti-U quark of fourth
generation [6, 7, 8, 9] (b) AC-leptons [9, 10, 11], predicted in the exten-
sion [10] of standard model, based on the approach of almost-commutative
geometry [12]. (c) Technileptons and anti-technibaryons [13] in the frame-
work of walking technicolor models (WTC) [14]. (d) Finally, stable charged
clusters u¯5u¯5u¯5 of (anti)quarks u¯5 of 5th family can follow from the ap-
proach, unifying spins and charges [15]. Since all these models also predict
corresponding +2 charge antiparticles, cosmological scenario should pro-
vide mechanism of their suppression, what can naturally take place in the
asymmetric case, corresponding to excess of -2 charge species, O−−. Then
their positively charged antiparticles can effectively annihilate in the early
Universe.
If new stable species belong to non-trivial representations of electroweak
SU(2) group, sphaleron transitions at high temperatures can provide the re-
lationship between baryon asymmetry and excess of -2 charge stable species,
as it was demonstrated in the case of WTC [13, 16, 17, 18].
After it is formed in the Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (SBBN),
4He screens theO−− charged particles in composite (4He++O−−)O-helium
“atoms” [7].
In all the proposed forms of O-helium, O−− behaves either as lepton
or as specific ”heavy quark cluster” with strongly suppressed hadronic in-
teraction. Therefore interaction with matter of O-helium is determined by
nuclear interaction of its helium shell. These neutral primordial nuclear
interacting objects contribute to the modern dark matter density and play
the role of a nontrivial form of strongly interacting dark matter [19, 20].
The qualitative picture of OHe cosmological evolution [1, 2, 7, 11, 13,
17, 21] was recently reviewed in [3]. Here we concentrate on some open
questions in the properties of O-helium dark atoms and their interaction
with matter, which are crucial for our explanation of the puzzles of dark
matter searches.
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2 O-helium interaction with nuclei
2.1 Structure of O−− atoms with nuclei
The properties of OHe interaction with matter are determined first of all
by the structure of OHe atom that follows from the general analysis of the
bound states of non-hadronic negatively charged particles X with nuclei
in a simple model [22], in which the nucleus is regarded as a sphere with
uniform charge density. Spin dependence is not taken into account so that
both the particle and nucleus are considered as scalars.
Variational treatment of the problem [22] gives for
0 < a = ZZxαAmpR < 1
the Coulomb binding energy like in hydrogen atom, while at
2 < a <∞
for large nuclei X is inside nuclear radius and the harmonic oscillator ap-
proximation is valid. Here α is the fine structure constant, R = doA
1/3 ∼
1.2A1/3/(200MeV ) is the nuclear radius, Z is the electric charge of nucleus
and Zx is the electric charge of negatively charged particle X with the
mass mo = S3TeV. The reduced mass is 1/m = 1/(Amp) + 1/mo and for
Amp ≪ mo is m ≈ Amp.
In the case of OHe (Zx = 2, Z = 2,A = 4)
a = ZZxαAmpR ≤ 1,
what proves its Bohr-atom-like structure, assumed in our earlier papers
[7, 8, 9, 13, 17, 18, 23]. However, the size of He, rotating around O−− in
this Bohr atom, turns out to be of the order and even a bit larger than the
radius ro of its Bohr orbit, and the corresponding correction to the binding
energy due to non-point-like charge distribution in He is significant. The
variational approach [22] gives in the limit of small a the expression for
binding energy
Eb(a) = (
1
2
a2 − 2
5
a4)/(AmpR
2). (1)
Therefore the hydrogen-like Bohr atom binding energy of OHe
Eb =
1
2
Z2Z2xα
2Amp = 1.6MeV
is corrected for helium final size effect as follows:
Eb =
1
2
Z2Z2xα
2Amp −
2
5
Z4Z4xα
4A3m3pR
2 ≈ 1.3MeV. (2)
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Bohr atom like structure of OHe seems to provide a possibility to use
the results of atomic physics for description of OHe interaction with matter.
However, the situation is much more complicated. OHe atom is similar to
the hydrogen, in which electron is hundreds times heavier, than proton, so
that it is proton shell that surrounds ”electron nucleus”. Nuclei that in-
teract with such ”hydrogen” would interact first with strongly interacting
”protonic” shell and such interaction can hardly be treated in the frame-
work of perturbation theory. Moreover in the description of OHe interaction
the account for the finite size of He, which is even larger than the radius
of Bohr orbit, is important. One should consider, therefore, the analysis,
presented below, as only a first step approaching true nuclear physics of
OHe.
2.2 Potential of O-helium interaction with nuclei
The approach of [1, 2, 3] assumes the following picture of OHe interac-
tion with nuclei: OHe is a neutral atom in the ground state, perturbed by
Coulomb and nuclear forces of the approaching nucleus. The sign of OHe
polarization changes with the distance: at larger distances Stark-like effect
takes place - the Coulomb force of nucleus polarizes OHe so that He is put
behind O−− and nucleus is attracted by the induced dipole moment of OHe,
while as soon as the perturbation by nuclear force starts to dominate the
nucleus polarizes OHe in the opposite way so that He is virtually situated
more close to the nucleus, resulting in a dipole Coulomb barrier for helium
shell in its merging with the approaching nucleus. Correct mathematical
description of this change of OHe polarization, induced by the simultane-
ous action of Coulomb force and strongly nonhomogeneous nuclear force
needs special treatment. For the moment we use the analogy with Stark
effect in the ground state of hydrogen atom and approximate the form of
dipole Coulomb barrier by the Coulomb barrier in the theory of α decay,
corrected for the Coulomb attraction of nucleus by O−−. When helium is
completely merged with the nucleus the interaction is reduced to the oscil-
latory potential of O−− with homogeneously charged merged nucleus with
the charge Z + 2.
Therefore OHe-nucleus potential has qualitative feature, presented on
Fig. 1 by solid line. To simplify the solution of Schrodinger equation the
potential was approximated in [1, 2] by a rectangular wells and wall, shown
by dashed lines on Fig. 1. The existence of potential barrier U2 in region
II causes suppression of reactions with transition of OHe-nucleus system to
levels in the potential well U1 of the region I. It results in the dominance of
elastic scattering while transitions to levels in the shallow well U3 (regions
III-IV) should dominate in reactions of OHe-nucleus capture.
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Figure 1: The potential of OHe-nucleus system and its rectangular well and
wall approximation.
Schrodinger equation for OHe-nucleus system is reduced to the problem
of relative motion for the reduced mass m =
Ampmo
Amp+mo
in the spherically
symmetric potential, presented on Fig. 1. If the mass of OHe mo ≫ Amp,
center of mass of OHe-nucleus system approximately coincides with the
position of O−− and the reduced mass is approximately equal to the mass
of nucleus Amp, where A is its atomic weight.
Solutions of Schrodinger equation for each of the four regions, indicated
on Fig. 1, are given in textbooks (see e.g.[24]) and their sewing determines
the condition, under which a low-energy OHe-nucleus bound state appears
in the region III.
Strictly speaking, we should deal with a three-body problem for the
system of He, nucleus and O−− and the correct quantum mechanical de-
scription should be based on the cylindrical and not spherical symmetry.
In the lack of the exact solution of the problem we present here qualitative
arguments for the existence and properties of OHe-nucleus bound states.
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3 OHe in the direct searches for dark matter
3.1 O-helium in the terrestrial matter
The evident consequence of the O-helium dark matter is its inevitable pres-
ence in the terrestrial matter, which appears opaque to O-helium and stores
all its in-falling flux.
After they fall down terrestrial surface, the in-falling OHe particles are
effectively slowed down due to collisions with matter, which are dominantly
elastic as follows from our description of OHe-nucleus interaction. Then
they drift, sinking down towards the center of the Earth with velocity [7]
V =
g
nσv
≈ 80S3A1/2med cm/ s. (3)
Here Amed ∼ 30 is the average atomic weight in terrestrial surface matter,
n = 2.4 ·1024/A is the number density of terrestrial atomic nuclei, σv is the
rate of nuclear collisions and g = 980 cm/ s2.
In underground detectors, OHe “atoms” are slowed down to thermal
energies and give rise to energy transfer ∼ 2.5 · 10−4 eVA/S3, far below the
threshold for direct dark matter detection. It makes this form of dark mat-
ter insensitive to the severe CDMS [25] and XENON100 [26] constraints.
However, OHe induced processes in the matter of underground detectors
can result in observable effects. These effects strongly depend on the details
of the OHe interaction with nuclei.
It should be noted that the nuclear cross section of the O-helium interac-
tion with matter escapes the severe constraints [19] on strongly interacting
dark matter particles (SIMPs) [19, 20] imposed by the XQC experiment
[27]. Therefore, a special strategy of direct O-helium search is needed, as
it was proposed in [28].
Near the Earth’s surface, the O-helium abundance is determined by the
equilibrium between the in-falling and down-drifting fluxes.
At a depth L below the Earth’s surface, the drift timescale is tdr ∼ L/V ,
where V ∼ 400S3 cm/ s is the drift velocity (3) andmo = S3TeV is the mass
of O-helium. It means that the change of the incoming flux, caused by the
motion of the Earth along its orbit, should lead at the depth L ∼ 105 cm
to the corresponding change in the equilibrium underground concentration
of OHe on the timescale tdr ≈ 2.5 · 102S−13 s.
The equilibrium concentration, which is established in the matter of
underground detectors at this timescale, is given by [29]
noE = n
(1)
oE + n
(2)
oE · sin(ω(t− t0)), (4)
where ω = 2pi/T , T is the period of Earth’s orbital motion around Sun and
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t0 is the phase. So, there is a averaged concentration given by
n
(1)
oE =
no
320S3A
1/2
med
Vh (5)
and the annual modulation of concentration characterized by the amplitude
n
(2)
oE =
no
640S3A
1/2
med
VE. (6)
Here Vh is velocity (220 km/s) of Solar System in the Galaxy, VE is velocity
(29.5 km/s) of Earth’s orbital motion around Sun and n0 = 3·10−4S−13 cm−3
is the local density of O-helium dark matter.
3.2 OHe in the underground detectors
The explanation [1, 29] of the results of DAMA/NaI [30] and DAMA/LIBRA
[31] experiments is based on the idea that OHe, slowed down in the matter
of detector, can form a few keV bound state with nucleus, in which OHe
is situated beyond the nucleus. Therefore the positive result of these ex-
periments is explained by annual modulation in reaction rate of radiative
capture of OHe
A+ (4He++O−−)→ [A(4He++O−−)] + γ (7)
by nuclei in DAMA detector.
Solution of Schrodinger equation determines the condition, under which
a low-energy OHe-nucleus bound state appears in the shallow well of the
region III and the range of nuclear parameters was found [1, 2, 3], at which
OHe-sodium binding energy is in the interval 2-4 keV.
The rate of radiative capture of OHe by nuclei can be calculated [1,
29] with the use of the analogy with the radiative capture of neutron by
proton with the account for: i) absence of M1 transition that follows from
conservation of orbital momentum and ii) suppression of E1 transition in
the case of OHe. Since OHe is isoscalar, isovector E1 transition can take
place in OHe-nucleus system only due to effect of isospin nonconservation,
which can be measured by the factor f = (mn − mp)/mN ≈ 1.4 · 10−3,
corresponding to the difference of mass of neutron, mn, and proton, mp,
relative to the mass of nucleon, mN . In the result the rate of OHe radiative
capture by nucleus with atomic number A and charge Z to the energy level
E in the medium with temperature T is given by [1, 29]
σv =
fpiα
m2p
3√
2
(
Z
A
)2
T
√
AmpE
. (8)
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Formation of OHe-nucleus bound system leads to energy release of its
binding energy, detected as ionization signal. In the context of our approach
the existence of annual modulations of this signal in the range 2-6 keV and
absence of such effect at energies above 6 keV means that binding energy
ENa of Na-OHe system in DAMA experiment should not exceed 6 keV,
being in the range 2-4 keV. The amplitude of annual modulation of ion-
ization signal can reproduce the result of DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA
experiments for ENa = 3keV. The account for energy resolution in DAMA
experiments [32] can explain the observed energy distribution of the signal
from monochromatic photon (with ENa = 3keV) emitted in OHe radiative
capture.
At the corresponding nuclear parameters there is no binding of OHe
with iodine and thallium [1].
It should be noted that the results of DAMA experiment exhibit also
absence of annual modulations at the energy of MeV-tens MeV. Energy
release in this range should take place, if OHe-nucleus system comes to the
deep level inside the nucleus. This transition implies tunneling through
dipole Coulomb barrier and is suppressed below the experimental limits.
For the chosen range of nuclear parameters, reproducing the results of
DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA, the results [1] indicate that there are no
levels in the OHe-nucleus systems for heavy nuclei. In particular, there
are no such levels in Xe, what seem to prevent direct comparison with
DAMA results in XENON100 experiment [26]. The existence of such level
in Ge and the comparison with the results of CDMS [25] and CoGeNT [33]
experiments need special study. According to [1] OHe should bind with
O and Ca, what is of interest for interpretation of the signal, observed in
CRESST-II experiment [34].
In the thermal equilibrium OHe capture rate is proportional to the tem-
perature. Therefore it looks like it is suppressed in cryogenic detectors by
a factor of order 10−4. However, for the size of cryogenic devices less, than
few tens meters, OHe gas in them has the thermal velocity of the surround-
ing terrestrial matter and this velocity dominates in the relative velocity
of OHe-nucleus system. It gives the suppression relative to room tempera-
ture only ∼ mA/mo. Then the rate of OHe radiative capture in cryogenic
detectors is given by Eq.(8), in which room temperature T is multiplied by
factor mA/mo. Note that in the case of T = 70K in CoGeNT experiment
relative velocity is determined by the thermal velocity of germanium nuclei,
what leads to enhancement relative to cryogenic germanium detectors.
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4 Discussion
The cosmological dark matter can be formed by stable heavy charged par-
ticles bound in neutral dark atoms by ordinary Coulomb attraction. Anal-
ysis of the cosmological data and atomic composition of the Universe gives
the constrains on the particle charge showing that only −2 charged con-
stituents, being trapped by primordial helium in neutral O-helium states,
can avoid the problem of overproduction of the anomalous isotopes of chem-
ical elements, which are severely constrained by observations.
This scenario can be realized in different frameworks, in particular in
Minimal Walking Technicolor model or in the approach unifying spin and
charges and contains distinct features, by which the present explanation
can be distinguished from other recent approaches to this problem [35] (see
also review and more references in [36]).
It should be noted that O-helium, being an α-particle with screened
electric charge, can catalyze nuclear transformations, which can influence
primordial light element abundance and cause primordial heavy element
formation. It is especially important for quantitative estimation of role of
OHe in Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and in stellar evolution. These effects
need a special detailed and complicated study and this work is under way.
Our first steps in the approach to OHe nuclear physics seem to support the
qualitative picture of OHe cosmological evolution described in [1, 2, 3, 7,
11, 13, 17, 21] and based on the dominant role of elastic collisions in OHe
interaction with baryonic matter.
Cosmological model of O-helium dark matter can even explain puzzles
of direct dark matter searches. The explanation is based on the mechanism
of low energy binding of OHe with nuclei. We have found [1, 2] that within
the uncertainty of nuclear physics parameters there exists their range at
which OHe binding energy with sodium is equal to 4 keV and there is no
such binding with iodine and thallium. Annual modulation of the energy
release in the radiative capture of OHe to this level explains the results of
DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA experiments.
With the account for high sensitivity of our results to the values of
uncertain nuclear parameters and for the approximations, made in our cal-
culations, the presented results can be considered only as an illustration of
the possibility to explain effects in underground detectors by OHe binding
with intermediate nuclei. However, even at the present level of our studies
we can make a conclusion that effects of such binding should strongly differ
in detectors with the content, different from NaI, and can be absent in de-
tectors with very light (e.g. 3He) and heavy nuclei (like xenon). Therefore
test of results of DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA experiments by other ex-
perimental groups can become a very nontrivial task. Recent indications to
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positive result in the matter of CRESST detector [34], in which OHe bind-
ing is expected together with absence of signal in xenon detector [26], may
qualitatively favor the presented approach. For the same chemical content
an order of magnitude suppression in cryogenic detectors can explain why
indications to positive effect in CoGeNT experiment [33] can be compatible
with the constraints of CDMS experiment.
An inevitable consequence of the proposed explanation is appearance
in the matter of underground detectors anomalous superheavy isotopes,
having the mass roughly by mo larger, than ordinary isotopes of the corre-
sponding elements.
It is interesting to note that in the framework of the presented approach
positive result of experimental search for WIMPs by effect of their nuclear
recoil would be a signature for a multicomponent nature of dark matter.
Such OHe+WIMPs multicomponent dark matter scenarios naturally follow
from AC model [11] and can be realized in models of Walking technicolor
[16].
The presented approach sheds new light on the physical nature of dark
matter. Specific properties of dark atoms and their constituents are chal-
lenging for the experimental search. The development of quantitative de-
scription of OHe interaction with matter confronted with the experimental
data will provide the complete test of the composite dark matter model.
It challenges search for stable double charged particles at accelerators and
cosmic rays as direct experimental probe for charged constituents of dark
atoms of dark matter.
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